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Confidence

To Our Shareholders

2010 was highlighted by solid performance in virtually all areas

of our company.  We enter the new year with high expectations

for continued earnings growth as we help our customers meet

the world’s demand for energy.

Our confidence is derived from our diverse and talented

employees around the world, our ability to concentrate our

122 years of experience on the entire spectrum of the

hydrocarbon value chain, and our dedication to maintaining

the highest standards of safety, ethics, quality, and reliability

in everything we do.

We have seen our global position in LNG tremendously enhanced

by the completion of PERU LNG, arguably one of the most

successful LNG projects ever built.  While this multi-billion dollar

project was being completed, we began engineering work on

a broad range of other complex energy infrastructure projects

throughout the world, including the design of an offshore platform

in the North Sea, a new refinery in South America, a gas processing

plant in California, and LNG storage tanks in Asia Pacific.

Our steel plate structures business, the world’s premier supplier

of tanks, continues to perform very well on a wide variety of

storage projects around the world.

Lummus Technology continues to leverage its position as a

leading provider of proprietary technologies for manufacturing

petrochemicals, processing and treating natural gas, and

converting crude oil to gasoline, diesel and other products.
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reimbursable and fixed price contracts enables CB&I to stay agile

amidst a diverse range of clients and project types.

We believe a healthy balance sheet provides us with the best

platform from which to grow. At year-end 2010, our cash balance

was $481.7 million, after further reduction of our debt associated

with the 2007 Lummus transaction and investments to grow our

company. When combined with our continued focus on capital

efficiency, a manageable effective tax rate, a solid credit facility,

and overall great liquidity, we are confident that we can maintain

both organic and acquisition driven growth as viable strategies

for the future.

New awards for the year were $3.4 billion, less than the bottom

of our guidance range. This reflects the diminished U.S. energy

market and timing issues with a few projects that had been

anticipated at year-end. We are confident that we will be adding

these projects to backlog in 2011, barring any further delay

in the owners’ plans. Our backlog of $6.9 billion at year-end is

strong, and we have provided new awards guidance of $4.5 to

$5.0 billion for 2011.

Safety

The overarching performance factor of our entire corporation

is the health and safety of everyone involved in our business –

employees and subcontractors alike, whether working on project

sites or in our offices. Our global reputation for safety is the

foundation of our business and a common link throughout CB&I.

I am pleased to report that globally, we maintained a lost-time

incident rate of 0.02 on 61 million total hours worked on projects

To Our Shareholders (continued)

Let me take you through a more detailed review of our financial

and operational results, as well as our outlook for the year ahead.

Financial Results

Net income in 2010 was $204.6 million, reflecting our success

in executing global projects large and small, safely, on time and

on budget. Our business model – which combines robustness

from our large capital projects, high margin returns from

our technology business, and strong cash flow and revenue

generation from our tank supply sector – generates earnings

opportunities unique among our peers.

Revenue of $3.6 billion was as we expected, but lower than

the norm when measured against a backlog of $6.9 billion

for the year. This was due to the fact that some of our major

projects were wrapping up, while a tremendous amount of new

work awarded at the back end of 2009 and through 2010 was

still in the early stages. However, we are returning to a more

normalized rate of revenue generation as these new projects –

including major projects in Colombia, Papua New Guinea and

the U.S. – move into the procurement and construction phases.

We have provided 2011 revenue guidance in the range of $4.3

to $4.7 billion.

Gross profit of $492.1 million, or 13.5% of revenue, demonstrated

another good year of solid execution performance in each of the

sectors. While the commercial characteristics of each business

sector are different, the overall picture reflects a balanced risk

profile with fixed price work making up only around half of the

total, compared to more than 90% a few years ago. This mix of
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ranging from storage tank work in the U.S. to LNG projects in

Peru and Chile, to oil sands projects in Canada. Our results for the

number of work-hours expended in 2010 put us among the top

companies involved in similar work.

I’d like to extend my thanks to our employees and subcontractors

for their personal commitment to keeping themselves and

their coworkers safe, and ask them to continue to maintain

their vigilance.

Confidence in Our Global Markets

We are encouraged by the momentum in the markets we

serve and are confident in our ability to capitalize on major

opportunities.  Our backlog consists of a healthy mix of projects,

which are diverse in terms of project type, size and geography. In

fact, more than 80% of our backlog is outside the U.S.  CB&I has

the broad geographic reach to meet the diverse needs of our

global customers in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries.

Our portfolio mix will continue to evolve with market trends.

We fully expect to build on the success of PERU LNG with new

liquefaction plants under development in Australia, Russia

and elsewhere. Work is now in the early stages to determine the

technical and economic feasibility for developing very large and

important gas reserves in these regions.

We are maintaining a strong position in the global supply of

storage tanks, and we expect that our steel plate structures

sector will continue to be one of the cornerstones upon which

we rely to underpin our business.

Because Lummus Technology provides the rest of CB&I with an

early view of our customers’ potential capital investment, we

are well positioned to respond quickly to new development

opportunities. We will continue to pursue opportunities to

expand Lummus Technology by acquiring new technologies

which fit into our existing offerings.

As an example, in December we acquired the remaining 50%

interest in CDTECH, which licenses advanced technologies

and provides catalysts to customers in the refining and

petrochemical industries. This is a great business, and having

full ownership will enable us to expand our customer base and

strengthen our recurring earnings streams from catalyst sales.

Confidence in Our Ongoing Success

We look forward to 2011 with confidence in our ability to sustain

our excellent performance, win major new work, grow our

company and capitalize on the talent of our people to provide

solid returns for our shareholders.

Thank you for your continued support.
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 to Completion
CB&I designs and constructs some of

the world’s largest energy infrastructure

projects.  With premier process technology,

unrivaled storage tank experience and

proven EPC expertise, CB&I executes

projects from concept to completion.

Safely.  Reliably.  Globally.

The 3-D schematics on pages 6-11 demonstrate how CB&I’s three business sectors –

through their individual and combined strengths – are meeting the world’s energy

infrastructure needs in the refining, natural gas and petrochemical markets.



Lummus Technology

Lummus Technology is a global leader 
in licensing proprietary technologies 
that are crucial in processing 
natural gas, manufacturing 
petrochemicals and converting crude 
oil into gasoline, diesel and chemicals 
used to manufacture consumer 
products. Lummus Technology 
provides visibility into upcoming 
projects in the earliest stages, which 
gives us unique insight into these 
projects long before they reach the 
EPC phase.



CB&I Steel Plate Structures

CB&I is the world’s largest tank 
construction company with the 
most extensive global experience, 
having built about 46,000 steel plate 
structures in more than 100 countries 
on all 7 continents. We engineer, 
fabricate and construct storage tanks 
and containment vessels for the oil 
& gas, water & wastewater, mining 
and nuclear industries. CB&I’s quality 
craftsmanship and technological 
innovation set the company apart 
from its competitors. 



REFICAR Refinery Project –
Cartagena, Colombia
The REFICAR refinery will produce
clean fuels from a variety of heavy
crudes and increase Colombia’s
refining capacity. CB&I’s work scope
includes the engineering, procurement
services and construction of a new
refinery, as well as revamping the
existing fluid catalytic cracker unit.
Total capacity will increase from
80,000 to 165,000 barrels per day. Here,
CB&I installs piles that will form part of
the civil foundations in the coker unit,
one of multiple new process and utility
units under construction.

GASCO Project –
Ruwais, Abu Dhabi, UAE
CB&I is engineering and constructing
eight storage tanks and associated
systems for the GASCO project in
Ruwais, Abu Dhabi. This photo shows
the propane storage area under
construction. CB&I completed a
previous expansion project at the
site in 2009.

Kearl Oil Sands Project –
Alberta, Canada
CB&I is engineering and constructing
the bitumen extraction unit and
multiple storage tanks for Imperial
Oil Resources’ Kearl Oil Sands Project,
located 70 kilometers north of Fort
McMurray. This is the lower cone
assembly for a primary separation cell
(PSC). A mixture of oil sand and warm
water is pumped into the PSC where
bitumen is separated from most of
the sand.
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SNR Integrated HDS-6 Project – Pernis, Netherlands 
The Shell Netherlands Refinery Integrated HDS-6 project is part of Shell Oil Company’s 

refinery upgrade at this site near Rotterdam. CB&I’s scope of work includes the engineering, 

procurement and construction of a diesel hydrotreater, which will significantly increase 

the refinery’s capacity to produce cleaner diesel fuel.

CB&I Lummus

CB&I’s extensive EPC experience 
includes LNG regasification and 
liquefaction terminals, oil & gas 
production facilities, refinery projects 
and petrochemical complexes. CB&I 
seamlessly executes engineering 
work from multiple global offices 
simultaneously to reduce costs and 
leverage each office’s specialized 
expertise. This serves the diverse 
geographic and technical needs of 
our clients while ensuring consistent 
standards.



Crude Storage Tanks – store 
crude oil for the refinery. CB&I 
has successfully built crude stor-
age tanks in some of the world’s 
most geographically and logisti-
cally challenging locations.

Crude Distillation Unit – 
distills crude into different com-
ponents that are then passed on 
for further processing. Since the 
early 1980s, CB&I has designed 
and constructed more than 
60 crude distillation units.

Delayed Coker – converts 
heavy “bottom of the barrel” 
crude to meet the growing 
demand for lighter products, 
such as gasoline, diesel and jet 
fuel. CB&I has completed more 
than 100 of these projects and 
offers proprietary delayed coking 
technology.

FCC Unit – upgrades heavy 
distillates into lighter, higher-
valued products such as high 
octane gasoline, light fuel oils 
and liquefied petroleum gas. 
Our fluid catalytic cracking 
process is a proven state-of-
the-art technology, and we 
have completed more than 
200 FCC revamp and turnaround 
projects.

Catalytic Reformer –
converts low-octane naphthas into 
high-octane gasoline blending 
components. Also, produces 
hydrogen that can be used for 
other refinery processes critical to 
meeting clean fuel requirements. 
CB&I has helped a number of 
major refiners expand their re-
forming capacity with new units 
or revamps of existing ones. 

Capabilities
Refining
CB&I offers extensive experience and diverse capabilities 

to meet the needs of growing refining markets worldwide. 

We license premier technologies, we engineer, procure 

and construct a wide array of refinery processing units, 

and we offer proven storage tank construction expertise. 

With almost a century of experience in the petroleum 

industry, CB&I is an industry leader in providing innovative 

solutions to help refiners address changing market 

conditions and regulations.

Lummus Technology

CB&I Steel Plate Structures

CB&I Lummus
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Hydrocracker – breaks down 
heavier products into more 
valuable ones like diesel and jet 
fuels. CB&I, through our Chevron 
Lummus Global joint venture, 
offers licensed technologies. 
Our hydrocracker projects world-
wide have a total throughput of 
more than 600,000 barrels per 
stream day.

Hydrogen Plant – produces 
hydrogen, which is essential 
to several refinery operations.   
CB&I has proprietary technolo-
gies and has built nearly 300 
hydrogen plants during the past 
four decades.

Hydrotreater –  removes 
sulfur and other elements to 
produce cleaner fuels and help 
meet environmental regula-
tions. In the last three decades, 
CB&I has built 100 hydrotreating 
projects with a total throughput 
of more than 2 million barrels 
per stream day. 

Sulfur Recovery Unit – 
removes sulfur compounds 
from the refinery’s liquid and 
gas streams to produce cleaner 
fuels. Over the last 20 years, 
CB&I has built nearly 100 SRUs 
to meet increasingly stringent 
environmental standards.

Product Storage – stores 
intermediate and finished prod-
ucts throughout the refinery 
and in associated terminals. 
CB&I has extensive experience 
building tanks for a wide range 
of products.

Not shown: CB&I has built various 
other refining units and offers licensed 
technologies for other refinery 
processes, including etherification, 
residuum desulfurization and alkylation.
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Check it out. 
Use your smart 
phone to scan 
the QR code.



CB&I is one of the most experienced engineering and construction firms in

the natural gas market. We have built facilities in diverse locations to meet

the world’s growing demand for natural gas. Our capabilities encompass

nearly every component of the natural gas value chain, including gas

processing, liquefaction, regasification, storage and peak shaving.

Liquefaction Plant &
Export Terminal – converts
natural gas to a liquid and stores
the LNG until it is exported via
LNG tankers. CB&I has extensive
experience constructing
these facilities. Our recently
completed PERU LNG project
continues to demonstrate our
ability to successfully execute
these mega projects.

Tanks – store LNG, LPG
and other products at low or
cryogenic temperatures. We’ve
constructed more than 220 LNG
storage tanks throughout the
world as well as numerous LPG
and other low-temperature and
cryogenic storage facilities.

Gas Processing Plant –
removes contaminants and
captures heavier hydrocarbons
from natural gas. CB&I has built
more than 600 gas processing
related projects worldwide and
our technologies are used in
more than 220 plants around the
world, including gas conditioning
and treating, CO

2
 removal, and

LPG recovery.

Peak Shaving Facility –
used by utilities to liquefy natural
gas during the off-season when
demand and prices are low. The
LNG is later regasified during
periods of peak demand. CB&I
has designed and built nearly
30 peak shaving plants and our
proprietary technology is used in
more than 20 of these projects.

Natural Gas
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Capabilities

Lummus Technology

CB&I Steel Plate Structures

CB&I Lummus



Regasification Plant &
Import Terminal – converts
LNG transported via ship back
into natural gas and feeds
it into pipelines that serve
industrial, commercial and
residential markets. CB&I’s
portfolio includes the EPC of
both new and expanded LNG
regasification terminals.

FPSO – a floating vessel
used to process offshore
hydrocarbons. CB&I provides
design and engineering services
for Floating Production Storage
and Offloading (FPSO) projects.

NicheLNGSM – developed
for offshore floating LNG
production, our innovative
NicheLNG technology is suitable
to be carried on an FPSO vessel.

Offshore Production
Platform – large structures with
facilities to drill wells, extract and
process oil and natural gas, and
transport the products to shore.
Our experience with offshore
projects ranges from design
and detailed engineering to
procurement, installation and
commissioning assistance.
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Use your smart
phone to scan
the QR code.



Ethylene – a raw material 
used in thousands of applications. 
CB&I is a leader in ethylene 
technology, having licensed our 
technology for use in more than 
200 projects, which account 
for about 40% of the world’s 
ethylene capacity. In 2010, CB&I 
completed the construction 
and the successful start-up of 
a world-scale ethylene cracker 
complex in Singapore.

Propylene – used to make 
a variety of consumer products 
including plastics, paints and 
household detergents.  We 
offer licensed technologies for 
the on-purpose production 
of propylene.

Ethylbenzene/Styrene 
Monomer – used in the 
production of polystyrene and 
other styrenic resins. Nearly 
50 commercial plants using 
our EBSM technologies are in 
operation worldwide.

Cumene/Phenol – cumene 
is used to make phenol, which is 
mainly used in the manufacture 
of liquid and solid resins.  We 
offer proven and innovative 
technologies.

Petrochemicals
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Capabilities
CB&I is a leading player in licensing proprietary process 

technologies to the growing global petrochemical 

industry, a market we’ve served for more than 80 years. 

Our innovative petrochemical technologies are the 

building blocks for a wide range of consumer products.  

We provide licensed technologies for a robust portfolio of 

petrochemical processes, and we have the unique ability 

to offer our clients full-scope facilities using both in-house 

technologies and proven EPC services from start to finish.

Lummus Technology

CB&I Steel Plate Structures

CB&I Lummus



Polypropylene – used to 
make consumer end products 
such as plastics, textiles, 
automotive components and 
laboratory equipment. Our 
technology has very low energy 
consumption and accounts 
for 8.7 million metric tonnes 
produced per year.

Butadiene – used to 
produce synthetic rubber. 
Our environmentally-friendly 
butadiene extraction process 
has been successfully applied in 
more than 30 plants worldwide.

Paraxylene – used to 
make plastic water bottles 
and polyester, among other 
products. Our paraxylene 
technology can be used in new 
units as well as expansions 
and significantly bolsters our 
technology portfolio in aromatics.
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Tanks – store petrochemical 
products. CB&I designs and 
builds a variety of storage tanks 
for the petrochemical industry, 
including ambient temperature 
tanks, as well as refrigerated and 
cryogenic storage systems.

Not shown: CB&I offers licensed 
technologies for a variety of other 
petrochemical processes.

Check it out. 
Use your smart 
phone to scan 
the QR code.
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Credibility
Focus on Project Management

Q: How do you build the world’s most
complex energy projects?

A: You put the world’s best Project
Managers in charge.

CB&I’s success is built on credibility—the

confidence in our ability to get the job

done right. The Project Manager is a vital

link in building and maintaining this

credibility every day, on every project. He

or she integrates CB&I’s technical expertise,

best practices and dedicated talent to

translate the project vision into reality.

Peter Rano, who has worked for CB&I

for 44 years, is one of hundreds of

CB&I’s exceptional Project Managers

who oversee projects of all magnitudes

around the world.

Meet Peter Rano

Under Rano’s leadership, CB&I designed

and built the multi-billion dollar PERU

LNG liquefaction project, completed

in 2010. The plant, with capacity of

approximately 4.5 million tons per

year, is an engineering marvel. Built

on 521 hectares, it comprises four

refrigeration compressors, two gas

turbines and associated systems, two LNG

storage tanks as well as a gas treatment

plant, power generation utilities, a trestle

and ship loading facilities. The delivery

and installation of every pipe, every

valve and every bolt was scheduled with

precision as part of a regimented overall

project management plan orchestrated

by Rano and his management team.

“CB&I has been an outstanding partner on

the PERU LNG project,” said Ray L. Hunt,

Chairman and CEO of Hunt Oil Company.

“We applaud them for their great success

in bringing this project in on time and

under budget with a safety record that is

ten times better than the industry norm.”

Rano faced extraordinary logistical

challenges in building this major project

in such a remote corner of the world.

As just one example, to get the massive

equipment from Port St. Martin in

Southern Peru to the Pampa Melchorita

site – a seven day journey – CB&I had

to first build four river crossings and

temporarily move more than 2,000

electrical lines and poles along the

200 kilometer route.

Five thousand employees – 90%

of them Peruvian – were hired to

build the project. Eager, but for the

most part inexperienced, employees

attended more than one million

hours of intensive training in courses

ranging from environmental management

and safety to very specific job skills

training, such as pipefitting and welding.

In addition, PERU LNG incorporated

numerous initiatives to protect the

environment.  All of this was coordinated

under Rano’s careful direction.

In October 2010, the $3.8 billion project,

44 months and 27 million work-hours in
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“Participants in the first level are new

Project Managers honing their skills and

developing a well-rounded business

perspective,” said Rano. “Those in the next

level are polishing their competencies

and gaining a greater understanding

of the requirements to be a world-class

Project Manager. The third level focuses

on strategy. Participants leverage their

experience and build on the project

management skills required to be the

‘CEO’ of our major global projects.”

The program in its entirety ensures the

continued training and development

of future Project Managers capable of

managing CB&I’s most complex projects.

the making, had a nearly flawless start-

up, passing all of its performance and

reliability tests. The project also had an

excellent safety record with a lost-time

incident rate of 0.01.

“Our ability to self-perform the critical

path of a project brings schedule

certainty, which is immensely important

to our clients,” said Rano. “Clients trust

us with their projects based on our

credibility. We have a proven track record

of delivering projects with the same

consistency and quality from the deserts

in Peru to the jungles of Nigeria, from

Saudi Arabia to Siberia.”

Credibility: Not Built Overnight

To ensure quality results on every

project, Project Managers rely on CB&I’s

comprehensive management system that

integrates uniform work processes, best

practices and excellent communication.

The system is key to our success in

seamlessly executing multiple projects

from numerous offices worldwide.

The company has also developed a

customized internal Project Management

Academy to provide current and future

Project Managers with resources, tools and

training to manage increasingly larger and

more complex projects. Rano has played an

instrumental role in the Academy.

PERU LNG, the largest infrastructure project in the country’s history, is fostering economic development in Peru, now South America’s leading natural gas exporter.
The plant is located in Pampa Melchorita, 170 kilometers south of Lima. PERU LNG is owned and operated by Hunt Oil Company, partnering with SK Energy of South
Korea, Spain’s Repsol and Marubeni of Japan.



At CB&I, when we think about safety, we think about people.

Because behind the numbers are our employees … people who have great
things to accomplish in life, and loved ones who need them.

So every employee needs to go home from work every day injury-free.

Safety

Commitment      
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Our commitment to safety is a core value, embedded
in CB&I’s culture.

CB&I’s 2010 lost-time incident rate was less than 0.02,
which means we had just one lost-time incident for every
12,200,000 hours worked.

But our safety processes are focused on only one
number: ZERO.

Our goal is zero incidents. Anything less is
unacceptable.

Together, all of us at CB&I are accountable for
achieving this goal and we will pursue it relentlessly.

This chart graphs CB&I’s lost-time incident rate for the past 5 years, along with the average

rates for comparable years published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for Heavy and

Civil Engineering Construction companies.* CB&I’s rate of 0.02 is 70 times lower than the

BLS rate, based on the most recent information available.

*2010 BLS data not yet available.
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Safety Performance
LTI Rate

Shelley R. Brewer, Ph.D.
Health, Safety and Environmental Director



Supervisory Board

CB&I’s Supervisory Board represents the interests of the company’s 

shareholders.  The Board is responsible for corporate governance, 

maximizing long-term shareholder value and ensuring that CB&I operates 

in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and the highest 

standards of ethical business conduct.   

Committees of the supervisory board

AudIT 
Michael L. underwood, Chairman
Larry d. McVay
Gary L. Neale 
Marsha C. Williams

CorporATe GoVerNANCe 
Larry d. McVay, Chairman
L. richard Flury
J. Charles Jennett
W. Craig Kissel
Gary L. Neale
Michael L. underwood
Marsha C. Williams

NoMINATING
J. Charles Jennett, Chairman
L. richard Flury
W. Craig Kissel

orGANIzATIoN &  CoMpeNSATIoN
Gary L. Neale, Chairman
J. Charles Jennett
W. Craig Kissel
Michael L. underwood
Marsha C. Williams

STrATeGIC INITIATIVeS 
L. richard Flury, Chairman
Larry d. McVay
Gary L. Neale

L. richard flury

Non-executive Chairman

Former Chief executive officer
Gas and power Bp plc

philip K. asherman

president and
Chief executive officer

J. Charles Jennett

president emeritus
Texas A&M International 
university

Pictured Left to Right: 

marsha C. Williams

Former Senior Vice president 
and Chief Financial officer
orbitz Worldwide, Inc.

Larry d. mcvay

Managing director
edgewater energy LLC

Gary L. Neale

Former Chairman
NiSource, Inc.

W. Craig Kissel

Former president
Trane Commercial Systems

michael L. underwood

Former director
deloitte and Touche LLp
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Core Values    
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CB&I’s Executive Management team is responsible for setting the strategic 

course and leading the company with a steadfast goal of increasing 

shareholder value, while conducting business in a manner consistent with 

our core values of safety, ethics, quality, reliability and teamwork.  

KEY OFFICERS

David L. King
Sector President
CB&I Lummus

Luciano Reyes
Vice President and  
Treasurer

Luke V. Scorsone
Sector President
CB&I Steel Plate Structures 

Westley S. Stockton
Vice President, Controller and
Chief Accounting Officer

Philip K. Asherman

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Ronald A. Ballschmiede

Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Daniel M. McCarthy

President
Lummus Technology

Beth A. Bailey

Executive Vice President and
Chief Administration Officer

Richard E. Chandler

Executive Vice President
and Chief Legal Officer

Lasse Petterson

Executive Vice President  
and Chief Operating Officer

Edgar C. Ray

Executive Vice President
Corporate Planning

Pictured Left to Right: 
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Financial Data
 $ in millions  2008 2009 2010

  Revenue $  5,945.0 $  4,556.5 $  3,642.3

  Net Income (21.1) 174.3 204.6

  Total Assets 3,000.7 3,016.8 2,909.5 

  Long-term Debt 120.0 80.0 40.0

  Cash Flows from Operating Activities 37.0 248.8 288.4

  Cash and Cash Equivalents 88.2 326.0 481.7

  Shareholders’ Equity 573.9 897.3 1,083.8 

  Weighted Average Shares Outstanding (diluted) 95.4 97.2 100.5

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V.
Dow Jones Heavy Construction Industry Index
Russell 2000 Index

2006
108.45
124.36
117.00
113.62

2007
239.75
235.80
113.79
117.63

2008
39.87

105.50
74.19
72.36

2009
80.21

120.07
92.90
89.33

2010
130.50
153.56
117.02
100.75

2005
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

S&P 500 Index

Stock Performance Chart

CB&I        

Comparison of Cumulative Total Returns among Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V., Dow Jones Heavy Construction Industry Index, Russell 2000 Index and S&P 500 Index.

Assumes $100 invested on Dec. 31, 2005. Assumes dividend reinvestment. Fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 2010.



Stock Listing

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V. 
common stock is listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol 
“CBI.”

New York Stock Exchange 
Transfer Agent

BNY Mellon Shareowner Services 
P.O. Box 358015 
Pittsburgh, PA 15252-8015 USA
or
480 Washington Blvd.
Jersey City, NJ 07310-1900 USA

Tel: +1 866 230 3613 in USA 
Tel: +1 201 680 6685 outside USA 
Tel: +1 800 231 5469 – TDD for  
hearing-impaired 
E-mail: shrrelations@mellon.com 
www.bnymellon.com/shareowner/isd

Independent Registered Public 
Accounting Firm

Ernst & Young LLP
5 Houston Center 
1401 McKinney, Suite 1200
Houston, TX 77010
USA

Website

Information about CB&I, including an 
archive of news releases, access to SEC 
filings and the Dutch Annual Accounts, 
and documents relating to corporate 
governance, is available from the 
Company’s website at www.CBI.com.

Media Inquiries

Jan Sieving
Corporate Communications 
Tel: +1 832 513 1111
E-mail: media-relations@CBI.com

Investor Inquiries

Christine Thoms
Investor Relations 
Tel: +1 832 513 1200 
E-mail: investor-relations@CBI.com

Corporate and Investor Information

Form 10-K and Corporate  
Governance Documents

A copy of Chicago Bridge & Iron Company 
N.V.’s Annual Report on Form 10-K, filed with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
is available free of charge by request from 
the Company. In addition, copies of the 
Dutch Statutory Annual Accounts, the 
annual report of the Management Board, 
and corporate governance documents – 
including the company’s Code of Conduct, 
Corporate Governance Guidelines and 
Board Committee Charters – are available 
free of charge by request. Please direct 
requests to:

CB&I
Attn: Investor Relations 
One CB&I Plaza
2103 Research Forest Drive
The Woodlands, TX 77380-2624
USA

Annual Meeting

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V.’s 
Annual Meeting of Shareholders will be 
held at 2 p.m. local time on May 4, 2011, 
at the Amstel InterContinental Hotel, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Corporate Offices

Oostduinlaan 75
2596JJ The Hague
Netherlands
Tel: +31 70 373 2010

One CB&I Plaza
2103 Research Forest Drive
The Woodlands, TX 77380-2624
USA
Tel: +1 832 513 1000

Europe

Brno, Czech Republic 
London, UK
Mannheim, Germany 
Moscow, Russia
The Hague, Netherlands 

Middle East

Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

Africa

Cairo, Egypt

North America

Beaumont, Texas, USA
Bloomfield, New Jersey, USA 
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada 
Houston, Texas, USA
Pasadena, Texas, USA
Plainfield, Illinois, USA 
The Woodlands, Texas, USA
Tyler, Texas, USA

CB&I Principal Offices

Central and South America

Bogota, Colombia
Lima, Peru

Asia

Beijing, China 
New Delhi, India
Singapore

Australia 
Brisbane  
Perth
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